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Bumot Luggage System
distributed by Xplorermoto

By Sue Rihn  #43753
Photos by Suzy Rasmussen

For thE PaSt FiVE YEarS i haVE BEEN rESEarChiNG 
“adventure-style” hard cases for my R1150GS. Back then, there was 
only one aftermarket manufacturer. But times have changed, 
selections have grown and I finally found the set I wanted. I 
decided on Bumot Luggage, which is built in Bulgaria and distrib-
uted by Xplorermoto in Tucson, Ariz. 

Most of my miles are as a solo rider, so I wanted something that 
would accommodate my gear, camping equipment and emer-
gency supplies—all with easy access—and they needed to be 
waterproof. I wanted a top case that was large enough to store my 
helmet for the times I might be out of sight of my bike. They had 
to be sturdy and not dent or bend if the bike tips over. Bumot uses 
2mm thick aluminum and reinforces the bottom edges with dou-
ble-walled (4mm thick) aluminum. They employ stainless steel 
hardware, keyed locks, and heavy-duty weather seals. Bumot met 
and exceeded my list wants and needs.

The optional toolbox is what cinched the deal. It is mounted 
inside the right saddlebag bracket, where it’s out of the way and 
low. The tools are always accessible and the weight of the tools is 
close to the hub of the rear wheel. In a few seconds I can always get 
at my tire pump, my tools and spare bulbs. I am not a mechanic—I 
don’t even play one on TV. I worry about breakdowns. The acces-
sibility of the toolbox has given me a measure of security as I tour.

The process of installing the luggage was a little challenging, but 
with the help of my son Chris Rasmussen (#117546), we worked 
through it. The single biggest issue we encountered was the elec-
trical wiring for the rear signal extension brackets. These brackets 
move the blinkers backward about two inches. Unfortunately, the 
existing wiring in my bike didn’t have two inches to spare. So the 
project was put on hold for a week until Chris found the appropri-
ate wiring and connectors.

I was concerned that the size of the bags would affect my mile-
age, but that was not the case. Every mileage check I did while on 
my ride from Wisconsin to Oregon was equal to or better than I 
usually get.

As I write this, I have over 7,000 miles with the luggage. I can 
report that they “sit down and stay put” when going down the 
road. The top case tends to bounce a little when it’s empty, but it 
sits solidly when filled with four six packs of beer and a bag of ice. 
(Don’t ask me how I know.) In a downpour, the luggage is—as 
advertised—watertight. How great to set up my tent and have a 
dry sleeping bag to crawl into after a long day on the road.  
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The Bumot Luggage System was to perfect fit for my needs, and the fine folks at 
Xplorermoto were always friendly and helpful when I had questions. Now my next big 
conundrum: Do I accessorize them with stickers or not?

The Bumot Luggage System is available for $995 (includes mounts, all hardware, 
instructions and your choice of 35-, 40- or 45-liter boxes in silver and black). For more 
information, please visit www.xplorermoto.com or call 507-743-0638.

Special report – the Crash test
As a final part of my review, I put my BUMOT bags though a crash test.  Rest assured, 
this was not planned; but what a great opportunity to add these observations. There is 
absolutely no doubt in my mind about the durability and construction of these bags.  

Here is what happened:  On a relaxed Sunday ride, I low-sided on a tight hairpin 
curve. This resulted in a slide down a steep ravine, which was pitted with sharp out-
croppings of stone and overgrown with bramble. About 12 feet from the roadway, I 
came to a stop – hands still at the bars and essentially unscathed (except for my spleen, 
but that’s a campfire story for another time). There is no doubt that these bags pro-
tected my left leg from the jagged outcroppings and protected the bike from complete 
destruction. The mounting bracket for the top case had wedged into one of the buck-
thorn trees, which prevented me from sliding down another 50 feet. Most amazing is 
that the damage to the bag was negligible; there were a few minor scratches and the rubber mount on the bottom was spun around.  These 
bags are bulletproof – even when you do something stupid. Bumot Panniers are truly a great thing for your GS. Thank you, Rick and the gang 
at Xplorermoto, for bringing such a fine product to our BMW MOA members and fellow GS riders. 


